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Facts About Mrs. 

Clarke
•I began teaching in 1987 – this is year 34!

•Education: BA in Liberal Studies, 

Multiple Subject Credential, Masters Degree 

in Education with an emphasis in reading.

•Married for 33 years and we have 2 

daughters and a son that attended Sierra 

Vista.

•Enjoy being with my family, cooking, working 

with my church, singing, reading, 

and spending time on Lake Havasu.

•My favorite color is yellow.

•I think ice cream is the best food ever! 

•My family is growing! I became a grandma in 

March and we have a 2nd grandson due in 



My Family!



“TK is a place where 

your child has been 

given the 

GIFT OF TIME!”

There are 3 program:

1) Social-Emotional

2) Math

3) English-Language Arts



TK – A Look Inside



*We work on management of  

emotions, classroom behaviors, self-

confidence, and their ability to 

establish positive and rewarding 

relationships with others.

**Current research shows that self-

regulation of  emotions and behavior 

is one of  the strongest predictors of  

academic success!!



Having fun while we learn!





Your student will be able to:
Numbers and Operations:

*Understand whole numbers 1-10

*Number Recognition 0-10

*Count to 20

*Count and compare groups

*Join and separate sets

*Understand addition as putting together and 

subtraction as taking apart.

*Geometry:

Identify 2D, analyze shapes, and compose shapes

Measurement:

*Compare objects and attributes – including sorting 

objects



Listening and Speaking:

*listen while others are speaking

*use correct words for objects

*speak in complete sentences

*ask, using words, for things I need/want

*wait patiently for my turn to talk or for 

questions to be answered

*follow 2 and 3 step directions

*actively engage in conversations of  ideas

*use new vocabulary

*describe and express thoughts and feelings

*retell stories and add details

*



*print concepts (left to right)

*phonics and word recognition 

(letter vs. word)

*letter names and sounds

*Phonemic awareness 

(how sounds work)

*fluency

*produce written communication 

through dictation, drawing, and 

writing that retell stories, offer 

opinions, and give information



*We will meet as a class in ZOOM each morning  

8:45am until 9:45am.  

ZOOM info 

Meeting ID: 

Password: 

*After our class ZOOM, your child will be part of  a 

small group for instruction.  Small groups will meet 

for 30 minutes.  ZOOM ID and Password will be the 

same as the whole group, just sign in again at your 

child’s small group time. If  your child isn’t meeting 

with me, he/she will be working on independent 

activities that will be listed in our Google Classroom. 

(This will be like centers if  we were in the  classroom)

GOOGLE CLASSROOM CODE: th26jv7



Attendance
To be marked present your child needs to 

attend a zoom meeting each day and turn 

in the class assignments. If you cannot 

make a zoom meeting, please message me 

in Dojo or send me an email.  Absences 

also need to be called into the office. 

Grades
I will use one on one assessments that 

covers our TK standards/expectations.  

For now, these assessments will happen 

via Zoom.

Grades for participation are also 

recorded. A lot happens in class that 

can not be tested on an assessment, so 



I will be using the Class Dojo app to 
communicate with you, share 

classroom news and announcements.  
If you haven’t joined already, click on 
the QR code below to join our class!  

You can communicate with me as well 
as share your child’s daily work 

through Class Dojo, too!



I am very 

excited to be 

your child’s 

teacher and to 

be on this 

school journey 

with you!  

Together we 

will make this 


